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Abstract—The image retrieval from multimedia databases is
a very challenging problem nowadays. Not only it requires the
proper query form, but also efficient methods of data storage.
The problem is important, because nowadays there are many
different systems which needs image retrieval. As an example
web searching engines may be given, which had to store a
very huge amount of images and needs fast image retrieval of
chosen ones. Also social media portals increasingly face the same
requirements. This paper presents a new Content Based Image
Retrieval database. It is based on new object representation
which is based on approximation of objects by a set of shapes.
The structure of the database is designed in order to reduce
the number of comparisons using a tree structure. The main
advantages of the proposed solution are: easy queries for users,
faster image retrieval and ability to parallelize queries.

I. INTRODUCTION

T
HE image retrieval from multimedia databases is a very

challenging problem nowadays. Not only it requires the

proper query form, but also efficient methods of data storage.

The problem is important, because nowadays there are many

different systems which needs image retrieval. As an example

web searching engines may be given, which had to store a

very huge amount of images and needs fast image retrieval of

chosen ones by users. Also social media portals increasingly

face the same requirements. Other examples may be monitor-

ing systems which have to detect objects and then find them

in the database in order to e.g. check if they are undesirable

and additional actions have to be performed. Also number

plate or face recognition systems have to perform database

queries based on the data present in the image. There are

also some attempts of sketch-based CBIR usage in conjunction

with gesture recognition [1].

This paper presents a new Content Based Image Retrieval

database which is based on our previous researches [2], [3],

[4], [5]. The main idea of the Query by Approximate Shapes

algorithm is based on a new object representation which

consists of approximation of objects by a set of shapes.

There are six base shapes defined [2], called primitives. Each

primitive may contain not only information about its type, but

also parameters which describes each single shape occurrence

(e.g. a slope for lines or an angle for arches) and relations

to other shapes. In order to store all information about the

object, a graph of shapes is proposed. The structure of the

database which stores such graphs in order to be efficient, have

to reduce the number of comparisons, thus a tree structure is

proposed. We defined two types of tree nodes:

• common nodes which are used to organize the data

• data nodes which only stores graphs

The main advantages of proposed solution are: easy queries

for users (both images and graphs drawn by a human are

accepted), faster retrieval of results thanks to the hierarchical

structure and storing similar graphs in congruent nodes, ability

to parallelize operations during query process and possibility

to use different implementations of the database on the lower

level (e.g. using NoSQL data stores, relational databases or

containers).

The paper is organized as follows: the Section II presents re-

lated works in the area of Image Retrieval and database struc-

tures. The Section III contains our motivation and assumptions

which are made for the system. The Section IV describes the

object representation used in the database. The Section V is

dedicated to the database structure and contains descriptions of

inner structure, operations on nodes and queries. The Section

VI shows initial experimental results. The Section VII presents

the plans for the future works and conclusions. The last section

contains bibliography.

II. RELATED WORKS

The multimedia database Image Retrieval algorithms may

be assigned to three types of algorithms:

• based on textual descriptions, most often keywords -

Keywords Based Image Retrieval (KBIR) algorithms

• based on semantic information extracted from the image

- Semantic Based Image Retrieval (SBIR) algorithms

• based on information which is present in the image -

Content Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) algorithms

The Keyword Based Image Retrieval algorithms use textual

annotations in order to describe the whole image or their parts.

Most often descriptions are made by humans and the precision

of keywords is limited to the knowledge and perception of a

person [3]. For objects which are well known it is easy to

represent them by annotations and the results of retrieval are

very satisfactory. For example a car object may be named

very precisely by the brand, model name, version, production

year and color. When the object is not well known or it is

not easy to describe it precisely by keywords, the results
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may be imprecise. This is due to the fact that annotations

are very subjective and different person may use different

words as keywords for the same objects [6], [7]. For example

a landscape with trees and water may be annotated by one

person as a forest and a river, but by another one as trees

and a lake. The third person contrary may use the name of

place where the photo was taken. In this situation the results

of a query may be imprecise and unsatisfactory for the user.

Another disadvantage of the KBIR approach is that it is hard

to automatically add keywords without human interaction.

The Semantic Based Image Retrieval algorithms are similar

to Keyword Based Image Retrieval algorithms because they

use also words to perform queries. However, contrary to them,

they allows users to write queries as phrases which are more

natural form for them. Such different query interface is used

in order to overcome the so called ’semantic gap’ which is a

difference between what a human could describe and what is

present in the image [7], [8]. After defining by an user, the

phrases are mapped onto so called semantic features which

are correlated with the content of the image [9]. The use of

semantic based textual approach is more comfortable and easy

for users but still if they does not have the full knowledge

about searched images the results may be insufficient. There

are also approaches which uses graphical queries which are

then transformed into textual description. One of the most

interesting research is [10] which uses a sketch as a query,

then extracts textual annotations - semantic features and then

finds 3D models of objects which are described by similar or

the same set of features.

The Content Based Image Retrieval algorithms use infor-

mation present in the image to perform queries [3]. In this

area two types of algorithms could be distinguished: low-

level and high-level [2]. The first type of algorithms are

based on extraction of features for the whole image. There

may be statistical image features used, e.g. a normalized

color histogram [11]. Another methods may be a difference

moment and entropy [12], a spatial domain image repre-

sentation [13] or a bag of words histogram [14]. There are

also approaches which use different MPEG-7 descriptors, e.g.

shape and texture descriptors [15]. Since the features describes

the whole image, the low-level CBIR algorithms provide very

satisfactory results when a query is performed in order to find

similar images. However, when an user would like to obtain

images with the same object but with different backgrounds,

the low level algorithms are not efficient and the results may be

insufficient. The high-level CBIR algorithms are more suitable

for that situations. Their main idea is to separate objects from

the background and other parts of the image. Most often

the region extraction method is used [2] which is based on

gathering similar groups of pixels into uniform areas which

are then transformed into a graph, storing the mutual relations

between nodes. In order to extract regions, methods based

on e.g. color thresholds, moment-based local operators [16]

or fuzzy patterns recognition [17] may be used. The query

process is strictly based on searching subgraphs between a

graph which was extracted from the stored image and a graphs

stored in the database. The main disadvantage of the region-

based algorithms is the need of query image which have to

store many details. If an user does not have a proper one, it

must be prepared which may require drawing skills.

There are also CBIR algorithms which allows performing

queries without having the full knowledge about the searched

objects. There are algorithms which are low-level e.g. [18].

The approach presented by authors is based on human drawn

sketches which are then transformed into lower resolution

images and compared with sketches in the database using edge

detection techniques. The method provides good results, but

is oriented on finding similar paintings, which is not sufficient

for querying by objects. [19]. Other researches uses global

contour map and salient contour map in order to extract objects

and compare them with images in the database. There are also

researches which use additionally relevant feedback (e.g. SIFT

algotihm) an re-ranking to improve the results precision [20].

In our previous researches [4], [2], [5], [3] we proposed a high

level algorithm which is based on decomposing object into

its approximated by predefined shapes representation (Query

by Approximate Shape). The shapes are used for creating a

graph which is then compared with other graphs stored in

the database. In this paper we describe the database structure

based on the Query by Approximate Shape method.

All images or objects representations have to be stored in

an efficient way. Most often a structure based on cells or

trees are used [21]. One of the most interesting approaches

is [22] which is based on a tree storing cells. The similar

images are stored in the same cells, but when the similarity

between images is below the determined threshold, another

cell is created (a process in the paper called a mitosis). In

[4] we proposed the first attempts for the database structure

for our object representation which was based on Scalable

Distibuted Two-Layer Data Structures. The approach provided

good results but was prone to rapid tree height increase.

Moreover we would like to prepare the database structure

which would be more universal and allow to use different

data structures types in the lower implementation level (e.g.

SD2DS, but also data containers or relational databases). This

would increase the number of possible applications e.g. to

use our database on devices with very small resources. Our

database structure in some parts is based on the same ideas

as [22] (e.g. storing similar data in the same part of the tree),

but we use different inner structure and different methods of

object representation and querying.

III. MOTIVATION

The multimedia database structure as well as performing

queries is a very broad problem. Not only querying by images

may be complicated, but also storing a very huge amount

of data, because images and their representation used for

comparisons had to be kept. Some attempts for the database

structure were presented in [4], but we would like to obtain

more universal structure which could be used with different

implementations for specific cases. This would allow imple-

menting the Query by Approximate Shape database using for
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Fig. 1. The primitives used to describe objects [2].

Fig. 2. The attributes used for line segments (a) and arches (b).

example Scalable Distibuted Two-Layer Data Structures for

data servers, relational databases (e.g. MySQL) for desktops

and containers like vectors or lists for tablets. As a result of

our research we would like to obtain the system which fulfill

the following requirements:

• ability to perform queries using graphs extracted from a

query image or graphs drawn by a human (without need

of drawing skills)

• easy addition of a new object without rebuilding or

training the whole structure

• fast access to the data

• the database structure which allows parallelization in or-

der to improve the efficiency of queries (and for example

use different machines to process searching in different

subtrees)

• the ability to set the minimum similarity between objects

which is needed to add them to the result set

• higher level of database structure, which allows different

implementations e.g. using NoSQL data stores, relational

databases, containers etc.

IV. OBJECT GRAPH

The main idea of our algorithm is based on representing

objects by shapes. Each object can be described using ap-

proximation by a set of geometrical shapes. The example

representation was shown in a Fig. 3. In our previous research

[2] we proposed to use following shapes, called primitives:

line segments, polylines, polygons, arches, polyarches and arc-

sided polygons (polygons constructed from arches) (Fig. 1).

Each shape is defined by its type and its attributes:

• line segments are defined by the angle of its slope and

optionally by their length (Fig. 2 a)

• polylines and polygons are defined by the number of line

segments from which they are built and attributes of each

of them

• arches are defined by the angle of the arc and optionally

by its radius or diameter (Fig. 2 b)

• polyarches and arc-sided polygons are defined similarly

like polylines and polygons by the number of arches from

which they are built and attributes of each of them

The proposed object representation allows using two types of

queries: a manually hand drawn sketches (e.g. using predefined

Fig. 3. The example sailboat object representation: a) an image, b) an object
drawn with lines (black color) and arches (red color).

shapes, like in vector graphics) or to automatically extract

shapes from the query image. Thanks to that, the database

human interface may be more universal and more suitable

for people without drawing skills. Moreover automatically

generated queries by e.g. by monitoring systems would be

also easily performed. The manually drawn sketches may be

prepared using a set of predefined shapes and they may be very

schematic without many details. Due to that fact they may be

prepared fastly and easilty without high drawing skills. The

automatically extraction of shapes from images is based on

line segments and arches detection e.g. using Line Segment

Detector algorithm and Circular Hough Transform[2]. Firstly

all lines and arches are detected and then if it is possible, they

are joined constructing more complex shapes like polylines,

polygons, poly-arches and arc-sided polygons. The extraction

procedure is described with more details in [2].

When representing an objects by set of shapes, there may

be also needed an information how they are positioned to each

others or which of them are connected. In order to store such

an information a graph may be used [2].

Each graph may contain not also a description used to

comparisons with other graphs, but also some metadata which

is useful when returning results. For example metadata may

contain the image name, its description and image file path or

image binary pixels data.

In order to compare graphs with each others, a coefficient

called similarity is used which describes how similar two

graphs are. The values of similarity are between 0 and 1.

The value 1 means that the graphs are the same, 0 that they

are completely different. When generating a results set, some

minimal threshold should be used to mark which graphs are

similar and should be taken into account.

V. THE DATABASE STRUCTURE

The database structure is based on a tree which is build from

different types of nodes. There are two types of elements:

• common (graphs) nodes which are used to organize the

data

• data nodes which only stores graphs
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Fig. 4. The overview of the tree database structure

The database structure is partially based on our previous

research [4]. In order to improve the time of comparisons,

similar graphs are grouped into the same node or nodes, called

data nodes. Moreover this could reduce greatly the height of

the tree which was a problem in [4].

The root node is used as an entry point to the tree and does

not contain a graph thus when compared with the query graph,

it always returns the highest similarity. It may contain many

children which are then compared on the next level of query.

The common graphs nodes are gathering similar parts of

their children nodes as a graph. Therefore when the query

graph is compared and does not have enough similarity, there

is no need to compare other levels of tree and the whole

subtree can be abandoned, which highly decrease the time

of the query.

The data nodes does not have any children but contains one

or more object graphs (which are correlated to images using

metadata). They are used to gather similar graphs in the same

node of the tree. Graphs are stored in a so called slice which

is strictly a vector of graphs. The first vector element is the

most similar graph to the common graph stored in the parent

common node. Next graphs stored in the vector are compared

to the first element and sorted from the most similar to the

least. In order to improve the query time and to allow using

parallelism or different machines to store some parts of graphs

Algorithm 1 Splitting a vector of graphs when the maximum

size is reached

Ensure: Ts - maximum number of graphs in the slice; dh -

data node, vec - vector with graphs

vSize← size(vec);
2: if vSize > Ts then

create new vector vec2;

4: copy into vec2 graphs from vec[Ts] to vec[vSize];
remove vec[Ts] to vec[vSize];

6: add vec2 to dh;

end if

and images, there may be more than one slices of graphs stored

in a one data node. Therefore, the first slice should store the

most similar graph to the parent common graph and when a

desired maximum number of graphs in a vector is achieved,

the next vector slice is created (Alg. 1).

A. Inserting new graphs

Inserting a graph into the database is similar to the approach

presented in [4]. Firstly the tree root is reached and then

comparisons with all its children’s graphs are performed.

Comparisons are performed in order to find the best match

between children’s graphs nodes and the inserted graph (Fig.

5). When computing the similarity we divide the sum of

found similarities between matched nodes by the minimum

number of nodes in both graphs (Fig. 5 e) in order to avoid

the situation when for the same matching, different similarity

values are obtained (Fig. 5 c, d). If the similarity is high

enough then its children are tested. If comparisons with two or

more nodes returns high similarity, the node with the highest

similarity value is used as a direction of the tree traversal. The

new graph and common graphs comparisons are performed

until the data node is reached. Then the graph insertion is

performed, as described previously. Firstly the comparison of

the first graph in the first slice is performed and then, based

on the similarity result, the graph is put into the graphs vector

in the position which is correlated with the sim value. If the

maximum number of graphs in the vector is reached, the split

operation is performed (Alg. 1). If during the tree traversal

the comparison with the node’s graph does not give enough

similarity value, then a pair of new common and data nodes

have to be created. The creation process is as follows: firstly a

new graph which contains only common parts of the inserted

graph and nodes’s graph is being created and stored as a new

common node. Next a new data node is created and the new

graph is inserted into its data vector. Finally, the new common

node is used as a parent for the node graph and new data node.

The whole process is shown in the Fig. 6.

The graph insertion algorithm is presented in Alg. 2.

B. Querying the database

The database querying by a graph is much easier and faster

with the proposed structure. Firstly, comparisons with all root

children are performed. If similarity with one or more of
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Fig. 5. Comparisons between graphs: a), b) example graphs with common
nodes; c) comparison of a) with b); d) comparison of b) with a) e) the
similarity computed using minimum number of nodes in graphs.

Fig. 6. The insertion of a new node with graph to the tree: a) the graph which
has to be inserted, b) the tree structure c) two types of nodes after creation
d) the tree after insertion of the nodes from c)

Algorithm 2 Inserting a new graph into the tree

Ensure: g - the graph which has to be inserted; Tsim -

minimal similarity of graphs

node← root;

2: while node is not NULL do

traverse← true;

4: if node is a data node then

compare g with first graph in first slice of node

[compare graphs using Alg. 3];

6: insert g into node in the position related to the

similiarity;

exit

8: end if

if node is not a root then

10: sim ← compareCommon(g, node− >

commonGraph) [compare graphs using Alg.

3];

if sim < Tsim then

12: traverse← false;

end if

14: end if

if traverse then

16: compare all node’s children common graphs with g,

choose maximum similarity as sim [compare graphs

using Alg. 3];

if sim < Tsim then

18: traverse← false;

else

20: node← child with max sim;

continue;

22: end if

end if

24: if !traverse then

commGraph ← common part of g and node’s

commonGraph;

26: create new common node th

insert commGraph into th

28: create new data node dh and add as child to th

insert g into dh

30: add node as child to th

exit

32: end if

end while

them is high enough, each of them is tested until a common

node with unsatisfactory similarity or a data node is reached.

When a tree with not enough similarity is reached, the rest

of the subtree is not tested. When a data node is reached, the

comparisons within slices are performed. Firstly the similarity

with the first and last graphs in slices are computed. If both

are high enough, all graphs from slices are returned, if not,

the proper range is specified using Algorithm 6.

The example querying process is shown in the the Fig.

7. The graph used for query is shown in Fig. 7 a). Firstly,

the graph is compared with the root’s child (id=2) which
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Algorithm 3 Comparing a graph which has to be inserted with

the graph in the tree node

Ensure: gi - the graph which has to be inserted; gdb - graph

which has to be matched to gi (the graph which is

stored in a tree); Tconn - minimal similarity threshold for

connections test

countNodes← number of nodes in gi;

2: for each nodegi in gi do

for each nodegdb in gdb do

4: simgi,gdb ← 0
if nodes types are different then

6: continue;

end if

8: simConn ← how many connections to other nodes

in gi has the same type as in gdb;

simConn← simConn÷ countNodes;

10: if simConn < Tconn then

continue;

12: end if

simPrim ← the similarity of primitives stored in

nodes (returned by Alg. 4);

14: try to match all connected nodes to nodegdb onto

the counterparts in nodegi checking the similarity of

primitives stored in nodes (by Alg. 4) and relative

positions to other nodes, store the similarity result in

simPos;

simgi,gdb ← simConn · simPrim · simPos store

as similarity between nodegi and nodegdb;

16: end for

end for

18: sim← 0
for each nodegi in gi do

20: choose the match with nodes in gdb with highest

simgi,gdb value and add to sim ;

end for

22: sim ← sim ÷ min( number of nodes in gi, number of

nodes in gdb;

return sim;

gives the similarity (sim) value equal 1 - all nodes between

graphs were matched. Then the minimal similarity threshold

(Tsim) is checked. The test was passed, the children nodes

(id=3, id=4) are checked. The similarity result with the first

node (id=3) does not passed the minimal similarity threshold

test - the computed sim was equal 0.5 which is lower than

Tsim value (0.8). These resulted in abandoning this tree path

(consequently its child- id=5 is not tested). The comparison

with the second id=2 child (id=4) returned similarity equal

to one, which is higher than Tsim value. Therefore, its children

are tested - id=6 and id=7. The similarity with id=6 node is

equal 0.75 which is fairly high, but lower than Tsim and this

path is also abandoned. Next, the id=7 is tested, the similarity

is equal to 1, then its child (id=9) is tested. Since id=9 is

a data node, other types of tests are performed. Firstly, the

similarity with the first element in the first slice is computed.

Algorithm 4 Comparing graphs nodes between each others.

As a result the similarity coefficient is returned (values: <0,1>).

Ensure: pa, pb - primitives to compare;

if nodes types are different then

2: return 0

end if

4: if nodes types are line segments then

diff ← |angle slope of pa− angle slope of pb|
6: return sim← 1− diff

end if

8: if nodes types are arches then

diff ← |angle of pa− angle of pb|
10: return sim← 1− diff

end if

12: if nodes types are polylines, polygons, polyarches or arc-

sided polygons then

diff ← |number of segments in pa −
number of segments in pb|

14: try to match all segments between pa and pb, choos-

ing the smallest difference of their attributes, sum all

corresponding differences and add to diff

sim← (1+minimum number of segments(pa, pb))−
diff

16: if sim > 1 then

sim← 1
18: return sim

end if

20: end if

Next the similarity with the last element in the first slice is

computed. In this example both values are higher or equal to

Tsim so the whole slice is returned as a result of the query.

Because each subtree is tested independently, the querying

algorithm could be easily paralleled. The querying algorithm

without parallelism is shown in Alg. 5.

C. Deleting nodes

Deleting a graph from the database may be performed as

follows: firstly if a graph is not the only one element in the

slice, it may be removed from the vector without performing

additional operations. If after removing a graph the slice does

not contain any elements, the data node and its parent should

be removed from the tree.

D. Query parallelization possibilities

The proposed database structure allows parallelization of

a query process. Since testing each tree node is independent

from others, it may be executed in different threads or machine

nodes. If a data node stores many slices, they may be also

checked independently. Gathering the results may need some

synchronization if all results have to be sent at the same

time. However, this process could be also implemented as

asynchronous, sending partial results to the client when they

are obtained.
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Fig. 7. The example query tree traversal: a) the query object graph, b) the query

Algorithm 5 Querying the database

Ensure: g - the query graph; Tsim - minimal similarity of

graphs; stack - a stack which is used to store nodes to

check;

put root into the stack;

2: while stack is not empty do

node← pop element from stack

4: if node is a data node then

choose all graphs from node slices using Alg. 6;

6: continue;

end if

8: if node is not a root then

sim ← similarity of g and common graph in node

[compare graphs using Alg. 3];

10: if sim >= Tsim then

put all node children to the stack;

12: end if

else

14: put all node children to the stack;

end if

16: end while

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed approach was initially tested using prototype

database structure implementation written in C++ and database

of cars, motorbikes, bicycles and scooters containing 111

images. In order to test the precision two coefficients were

used:

precision =
number of relevant results images

total number of results images
(1)

recall =
number of relevant results images

total number of relevant images in the database
(2)

The test results for the chosen 6 objects are presented in

the Table I. It may be observed that the precision of the

results is high for bicycles, motorbikes and cars objects, but

for scooter it is much lower. This was caused by the high

similarity of scooter graphs to bicycles and motorbikes objects.

However the recall values are much lower than precision.

This is caused by usage of real life images which contained

different variations of objects. As a feature research direction

we would to increase this coefficient values.

Additionally some initial tests for comparisons between

linear and tree database structure were performed in order to
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Algorithm 6 Querying the slice in data node

Ensure: g - the query graph; slices[1..n][1..m] - the n

slices which stores vectors of m graphs; Tsim - minimal

similarity of graphs;

for each slice in slices do

2: L← slice[1];
R← slice[m];

4: while l <= r do

simL ← similarity of g and first graph in slice[L]
[compare graphs using Alg. 3];

6: simR ← similarity of g and last graph in slice[R]
[compare graphs using Alg. 3];

if simL >= Tsim and simR >= Tsim then

8: add all graphs from slice between L and R indexes

into the result set;

break while loop;

10: else

if simL >= Tsim then

12: L← L+ 1;

end if

14: if simR >= Tsim then

R← R− 1;

16: end if

end if

18: end while

end for

TABLE I
THE PRECISION AND RECALL RESULTS FOR CHOSEN TEST OBJECTS

object
Query by Shape
precision recall

bicycle 0.93 0.37
bicycle (a sketch) 1.0 0.60

scooter 0.67 1.0
motorbike 0.86 0.40

car (Fiat 500) 0.89 0.33
car (Mercedes Benz) 0.79 0.73

observe how efficient is proposed structure. The results are

presented in the Table II. The tests for two different number of

elements were performed. It could be seen that for the smaller

number of graphs (23) the query time is similar for both

structures. When the number of graphs was increased (to 68)

the tree structure returned results about two times faster than

linear structure, which was expected. As our future research

we would like to perform more similar tests with much higher

number of graphs.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presents a new Content Based Image Retrieval

database structure. The main idea of the proposed approach is

based on object representation proposed in [2]. Each object

can be represented as a set of predefined shapes: a line

segment, a polygon, a polyline, an arc, a polyarc and an

arc-sided polygon. All shapes are connected into a graph, in

order to store the mutual relations between them. The object

TABLE II
THE COMPARISON OF QUERY EXECUTION TIMES FOR LINEAR AND TREE

DATA STRUCTURE.

structure
query time in microseconds
23 graphs 68 graphs

linear 62 114
tree 58 63

representation allows users to use as a query images or simple

sketches which does not need drawing skills. The proposed

database structure is based on a tree with two types of nodes

- common nodes which are used to organize the data and data

nodes which stores similar graphs. This structure allow faster

retrieval of results, because during the first query steps almost

all not similar graphs are omitted. Moreover the query could be

parallelized very easily in order to increase the performance.

The proposed database structure is also more universal than

our first approach presented in [4] because it is designed in

order to allow different implementations suited for specific

applications (e.g using SD2DS for servers or simple containers

for mobile devices).

The future research includes testing the database struc-

ture with higher number of elements and comparisons with

linear structure. Moreover the recall coefficient should be

improved. Another direction would be implementing the par-

alleled queries in order to test their efficiency. Another set

of tests should be performed in order to evaluate different

lower database level implementations, using e.g. SD2DS data

structures or MySQL. Moreover different graphs comparisons

algorithms may be tested, e.g. using optimization methods

with constrains [23].
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